Trade off and Real Time Analysis Feedback for Designers
Sailing as a research vehicle for developing systems and skills
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Abstract. This paper describes the investigation and outcomes of a workshop aiming
to answer the dual questions of how best to link technologies and how best to harness
expert knowledge to capture and integrate dynamic performance feedback in the design
process. In order to focus on these intrinsic questions, the workshop moved outside the
domain most familiar to most of the participants, the built environment, and introduced
the participants to design and performance feedback for what, to most, was the new
domain of sailing and sail design. It resulted in novel and valuable prototypical systems
for analysis and feedback to inform immediate design iteration. It achieved this through
problem decomposition and synthetic design activity engaging integrated models and
prototypes with components from multiple players and sources of informed or expert
knowledge or knowing.							
Keywords. Design feedback; nested systems; sailing; interaction design.

INTRODUCTION
This paper reports on a design research project to
investigate processes and systems for real time dynamic feedback to inform design decision-making.
It took place principally within a four-day research
workshop called ‘Designing the Dynamic’ 21-25 November 2011. This project was responding to the following challenge.
“Sailing fast to windward is a fine balance between
boat speed and pointing ability - as close to the wind
as possible. The Design Crew will develop geometric
systems, which mimic the controls for rig tuning and
sail shape. Mast bend flattens the sail - which reduces

power but improves pointing ability. Also, for any condition there is an ideal combination of tension on the
three edges of a sail - which control depth, draft and
twist. Simulations will be developed which aim to give
dynamic performance feedback - leading to optimal
responses evaluated for different tactical situations.
Exploring the trade-off between speed and pointing
requires continual small adjustments that anticipate
and reflect every variation in wind speed or direction.
Crew responses must be choreographed so that some
are synchronised while others must be performed in a
sequence of tuning loops. Can the predictions of the
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scientists confirm and inform the experience of the sailors? That is the challenge!” (Whitehead, 2011)
All the members of the project group had practiced, studied, and/or professed architecture. For
many it was not their first discipline or sole area of
expertise. Individually group members also variously had knowledge of computer science, electrical
engineering, aerospace engineering, sailing, racing
boat building, construction and project management and fabrication. Expert mathematical input
was also on hand. This experiment involved specialist knowledge in combination with a generalist understanding of the design context and objectives.
Architects usually assume the generalist role but in
this case many adopted both mantels. This was tested by Carlile studies (2002 and 2004) and is extensibly explained in Lawson and Dorst (2009).

BACKGROUND
In sailing, there is a dichotomy between highly optimized but relatively inflexible sail design such as the
molded sail or rigid foil and the live tuning afforded
to the sail trimmer in a flexible sail. The continuous
change in environment and course engenders continuous responsive change to the configuration of
the sail(s). The design continues even in the act of
sailing and the sailing re-informs the evolution of
the boat design in the manner of Gregory Bateson’s
two levels of feedback (Bateson, 1979).
Traditionally designers are those professionals
equipped with the technical and creative knowledge
to deal with design challenges at hand. Thus, design
in practice aims to frame such problems, to test (or
move) those problems under different design parameters or interventions. Architectural design always engages feedback, starting with externalizing
the design through the sketch (Schön, 1992). This
work aims to contribute to a body of contemporary
research into speeding up the cycle of synthesis and
digitally computed analysis in architectural design
to provide ‘live feedback’ to inform design decisionmaking. There is still a huge trade off between precision and validation through complex, slow computation drawing on expert system design on one side,

and real time or high-speed lightweight computation available directly to the architect on the other.
This is very evident in computational fluid dynamics
where new tools are coming on stream in the architects’ toolbench. Andrew Marsh’s Ecotect™ was a
forerunner in bringing an analysis suite to the architect’s own desktop (Roberts and Marsh, 2001). Kajima and Michalatos (2008) exemplify an elegant real
time visualisation marriage of synthesis and analysis
in relation to structural performance, panel geometry and cost. Lawson and Dorst (2009) argue that
design expertise is accelerated by real-time feedback loops in design-decisions and by interacting
between the analog and the digital and vice versa.
The increasing opportunity to make easier connections between analog and digital modeling through
responsive interfaces holds out the promise of very
highly intuitive design interfaces in which change
can be applied in either physical or virtual domain
and feedback encountered in the other (Salim,
Mulder, Burry, 2011; Davis, Salim, Burry, 2011). The
image processing knowledge used to develop the
responsive interface for the feedback prototypes in
this project used knowledge developed in the earlier work reported in Ni et al (2008) and Bailey et al
(2008).
There is still a significant research gap with respect to dynamic synthesis and analysis feedback
loops in architectural design, particularly the nested
loops of complex design contexts and how to represent these through hybrid analog digital modeling
systems. Sail design and the fine tuned intuitions of
the tactical sailor provide a good research context.

DESIGN PROCESS
As a means of induction to the subject in the workshop, in particular the understanding of wind dynamics and wind parameters in sailing, remote
controlled model yachts offered the opportunity to
experience feedback and build domain knowledge
amongst the group (Figure 1). As a second stage,
the group had the chance to crew or observe in an
open water sailing race in a stiff wind. The non-sailors slowly assimilated the knowledge of interacting
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vectors of boat and wind, apparent speed, how the
boat can travel faster than the wind, the importance
of wind shear, the logarithmic scale of wind speed
with increasing height and the action of the twist in
the sail. An introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics by a mathematician instilled the importance
of boundary conditions, scale and convergence as
important parameters of meaningful computational
analysis and eight architects or designers who were
competitive sailors introduced different aspects of
trade off in racing strategy and tactics and affordances in boat design in different types of competition.
There was considerable time spent on group
discussion, problem definition and sketching, principally to understand the problem and possible
mechanisms of performance in the sail (Figure 2).
The initial synthetic system design, by contrast, took
place in multiple parallel but overlapping streams.
These can be roughly characterised as:
1. conception, design and construction of the
overall test rig and context (many unknowns
and indeterminate nested loops were eliminated by moving this from either open water or
pool-based testing to dry land);
2. sketching, digital modelling, digital and analogue physical prototyping of potential sail designs (multiple authors);
3. simulating wind in the test rig;
4. computational fluid dynamic feedback;
5. optical feedback, processing and analysis
6. between these interdependent processes
there were negotiated interfaces but also near
independent iterative cycles.

METHODOLOGY: DECIMATING THE
PROBLEM
The overall methodology for the project is best described by activity theory (Nardi, 1998). The activity
of working with objects forms the central context
and the research method is highly synthetic. The
greatest challenge for the group was being able
to break down a problem of huge complexity (the
movement of a boat as a result of the shapes and
materiality of its parts in relation to two turbulent
fluids – water and air).
From the initial studies it was established that
sail depth and twist in the shape of the sail were
very important in the mechanisms of propulsion.
The overall effort was channelled towards creating
a system for designing a better sail in which these
variables could be tested and evaluated to inform
the sail design iterations. A sub objective was to propose a system for real time feedback that could also
be applied by sailors in real time sailing.
The sail design solutions incorporated controllable variable depth, controllable variable twist. The
rig and wind design incorporated simulation of boat
speed and pointing, controllable wind direction,
wind speed, variation of wind pressure with height,
nominally laminar flow, boat tilt. The design of the
optical capture and analysis system allowed for capture, visualization and quantification of real time sail
shape and behavior and comparative acceleration
for different sails and angles of attack.
Several comparative sail configurations were
tested. The principal sail types were a batten sail,
with (progressively more) adjustable battens for sail
depth, curvature shape and twist; and a closed wing
foil type, also variable in depth (Figure 3).

Figure 1
Starting by ‘feeling’ how boats
sail with remote control sailing boats and fans for wind.
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The boat speed under different headings to the wind
and with different sail configurations was measured
using a simple but well constructed “sliding drawer”
with a spring and force gauge attached to it (Figure
4). This part of the prototype also accommodated
the list or tilt of the boat.

Figure 2
Sketches: understanding
apparent wind and the performance of foil shapes.

Figure 3
Sail design and prototyping
Top: twist and curvature in
a real sail; digital modelling,
CFD analysis in AnsysTM . Centre: active sketching; first sail
prototype, internal structure
of the “wing”. Bottom: adjusters for sail curvature and twist:
laser cutting and assembly.
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Figure 4
The sliding draw set up to
measure forward thrust from
the sail before setting up the
springs and calibrating.

The wind was supplied by an array of fans blowing
through a box grid on wheels. The initial conception
of the experiment allowed the wind to be directed
through the rotation of the fan array but this was
solved in the final version by revolving the sail rig in
relation to the wind. The fan units were adjusted to
simulate vertical air speed variation (Figure 5).
Figure 5
Configuring the wind and
the sail and boat system
assembled.

The measurement and feedback system was set up
as passive/non intrusive observation of the physical
test object. Following experimentation with deckmounted cameras, the measurement was ultimately
done via the depth sampling of a Microsoft Kinect
module, the data analysis was on a PC running Matlab (Figure 6).
The components of the Kinect module used
were the RGB camera and the depth sensor. The
interface to the PC utilised the open source framework OpenNI (API v1.0.0.25) and PrimeSense Sensor
Module for OpenNI (v0.4) . The Matlab interface was
built on the Matlab executables (MEX) developed by
open source project Kinect for Matlab (MEX version
1.3). The RGB data was used for camera position
calibration and was not used in analysis. The depth
data was applied with two thresholds to remove
background and foreground noise, leaving only the
data that corresponded to the test object (the sail).
Instead of analyzing the complete set of data, the
team had decided to concentrate on a subset of the
data collected: 3 horizontal strips of the sampled
image that corresponds to the top, middle and the
bottom of the sail. These 3 set of data gave a representation of the curvature of the sail at any given
time, enabled the team to quantitatively observe
the “twist” in real time (Figure 7).

Feedback
The data was collected corresponding to the 3 sample strips, although the system can be easily extended to recode the entire data set. Calibration of
the measurement system and the physical model is
required for the data collected to be useful in a feedback system with the original 3D model.

RESULTS
(Table 1) illustrates some comparative results for
thrust or forward acceleration of the ‘boat’ mapped
radially against angle of attack for three different sail
types and for variations of depth, twist and boat tilt
for the same sail.
The force increases for increasing sail depth.
There is most force for little or no twist and shear
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DISCUSSION
The methodology evaluated

in the sail although a little twist increases the angle
over which there is maximum acceleration. Open
sail versus Closed Wing: The sail with no shear gives
most acceleration, the wing with shear least. The acceleration decreases with increasing tilt.

The advantages of moving outside the familiar
shared contextual domain of built environment to
sailing were that it eliminated preconceived process
and familiar classes of solution. The group was engaged collectively in first principal problem decomposition, eliminating extraneous information and
effectively extracting a nested design performance
feedback loop from a much larger design system.
The project group succeeded in uncoupling the
problem of sail performance for comparative acceleration from the much greater complexity of sailing.
This led to (1) design outcomes along with a number
of IT tools innovations and (2) a new design process.
Lynn and Gage (2010) have highlighted the potential material links between sailing and architecture. In this project we explored a different link: the
process of being able to extract performance data
for a performance-driven design process. Compared
to architecture, this process is more transparent in
a high performance sport such as sailing where it
is clear that ‘speed is good’. The workshop acknowledged the many trade-offs in the sport, such as
speed and risk, or pure speed in speed trials versus
tactical speed in ocean racing. However the goal
clarity of the sport itself assisted in reaching clear
goals for the design and feedback system.
The study had to be scoped to what was possible within the time and resources constraints.
The research questions were then crystallized from
a context where the number of interdependent
variables initially created lot of “noise” in the system.
Variables were prioritised and selected. Clarity of the
research question(s) led to good definition of the
design feedback required without overlooking or
overstating the impact of other parts of the system,
in other words, to fine tune the scoping of the study.
The data gathered must be treated against validity
tests including the quality and quantity of primary
data collected. Data representation and analysis
must take account of sensitivity and levels of precision. Finally, the overall aim of the exercise: to test
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Figure 6
Diagram of setup.

Figure 7
Scan and derived curved at
different heights on the sails.

Table 1
Force measurements versus

Sail depth of curvature (red)
Twist in sail
Sail versus Wing (pictured)
Tilted sail

sail configurations.

Laser sail - control

angle of attack for different
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the new design interfaces. At this stage the work
was less inductive and more hypothetico-deductive
in which the project group pilot tested feed back
analysis and responded to feedback inside interactive design cycles.

CONCLUSION
This short research project succeeded in creating a
real time feedback loop linking sail geometry to performance feedback. Follow up work including calibration of the measurement system will take place
in the next planned workshop in 2012.
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